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Miss Mayhem
Eighteen-year-old Emma Lorde thought her gorgeous,
good guy boyfriend, Dillon, had saved her life, but
senior year has brought about many changes and
challenges to their picture perfect future.

Twice Cursed (Dr. Critchlore's School for
Minions #4)
#PlaneBae meets Gilmore Girls in this hilarious and
heartfelt story about the addictiveness of Internet
fame and the harsh realities of going viral. Macy
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Evans dreams of earning enough income from her
YouTube channel, R3ntal Wor1d, to leave her small,
Midwestern town. But when she meets a boy named
Eric at a baseball game, and accidently dumps her
hotdog in his lap, her disastrous “meet-cute”
becomes the topic of a viral thread. Now it’s not loyal
subscribers flocking to her channel, it’s Internet trolls.
And they aren’t interested in her reviews of VHS
tapes—they only care about her relationship with Eric.
Eric is overly eager to stretch out his fifteen minutes
of fame, but Macy fears this unwanted attention could
sabotage her “real-life” relationships—namely with
the shy boy-next-door, Paxton, who she’s actually
developing feelings for. Macy knows she should shut
the lie down, though she can’t ignore the advertising
money, or the spark she gets in her chest whenever
someone clicks on her videos. Eric shouldn’t be the
only one allowed to reap the viral benefits. But is
faking a relationship for clicks and subscribers worth
hurting actual people?

Not Your #Lovestory
NO STONE UNTURNED… Alexandra Belarus was an
artist stuck working in her New York family’s
business…until she discovered her true legacy—a
deep and ancient magic. Lexi became the last
practicing Spellmason, with the power to breathe life
into stone. And as her powers awoke, so did her
family’s most faithful protector: a gargoyle named
Stanis. But when a centuries-old evil threatened her
family and her city, Stanis sacrificed himself to save
everything Lexi held dear. With Stanis gone, Lexi’s
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efforts to master Spellmasonry—even with the help of
her dedicated friends—are faltering. Hidden forces
both watch her and threaten her, and she finds
herself suddenly under the mysterious wing of a
secret religious society determined to keep magic
hidden from the world. But the question of Stanis’s
fate haunts her—and as the storm around her grows,
so does the fear that she won’t be able to save him in
her turn.

Delilah Dirk and the King's Shilling
New Adult Contemporary Romance - Recommended
for readers 18] due to mature content ***This is the
first book in the Dearest Series and a stand-alone
novel.*** Twenty-year-old Clementine Avery doesn't
mind being called bitchy and closed off. It's safe, and
after being burned by her high school sweetheart and
stalked by a professor her freshman year of college,
safe sounds pretty damn good. Her number one rule
for survival? No dating. That is until she accidentally
signs up for a romance writing class and needs
material for her latest assignment. Sexy RA Gavin
Murphy is more than happy to play the part of book
boyfriend to help Clem find some inspiration, even if
that means making outin the name of research, of
course. As Gavin and Clem grow closer, they get
entangled in the mystery surrounding a missing
Boston University student, and Clem unwittingly
becomes a possible target. Gavin tries to show Clem
she can handle falling in love again, but she knows
she has to be careful because her heart
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Denial
Drama and danger abound in this “intricately woven”
(Shannon Messenger, author of the Sky Fall series)
fantasy realm where dukes play a game for the
throne, magical warriors race to find the missing heir,
and romance blossoms where it is least expected. In a
world where dukes plot their way to the throne, a
Performer’s life can get tricky. And in Johanna Von
Arlo’s case, it can be fatal. Expelled from her troupe
after her father’s death, Johanna is forced to work for
the handsome Lord Rafael DeSilva. Too bad they
don’t get along. But while Johanna’s father’s death
was deemed an accident, the Keepers aren’t so sure.
The Keepers, a race of people with magical abilities,
are on a quest to find the princess—the same princess
who is supposed to be dead and whose throne the
dukes are fighting over. But they aren’t the only ones
looking for her. And in the wake of their search,
murdered girls keep turning up—girls who look
exactly like the princess, and exactly like Johanna.
With dukes, Keepers, and a killer all after the
princess, Johanna finds herself caught up in political
machinations for the throne, threats on her life, and
an unexpected romance that could change
everything.

Struck
In China, a foundling girl with a deformed hand raised
in secret by an American woman must navigate
China's strict adoption system when she is torn away
from the only family she has ever known.
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Alive
Sleeping Beauty has woken. The world has been
renewed. Everyone is living happily ever after . . .
Almost. Sharp, blood-seeking thorns still surround the
castle. A feud remains between those who wield
magic and those who were subjected to it. And while
the kingdom is divided against itself, nothing can
thrive. A rebellion may be needed - and that's where
Sleeping Beauty's daughter comes in . . .

Hothouse Flower
For fans of Holly Black and Nova Ren Suma, a
gripping, hauntingly atmospheric novel about murder,
revenge, and a world where monsters—human and
otherwise—lurk at the fringes. When seventeen-yearold Breezy Lin wakes up in a shallow grave one year
after her death, she doesn’t remember who killed her
or why. All she knows is that she’s somehow
conscious—and not only that, she’s able to sense who
around her is hiding a murderous past. In life, Breezy
was always drawn to the elegance of the universe and
the mystery of the stars. Now she must set out to find
answers and discover what is to become of her in the
gritty, dangerous world to which she now
belongs—where killers hide in plain sight, and a
sinister cult is hunting for strange creatures like her.
What she finds is at once empowering, redemptive,
and dangerous. Tense, complex, and wholly engaging,
Shallow Graves is a stunning first novel from Kali
Wallace.
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Where Dreams Descend
Sequel to New York Times bestselling author Alison
Goodman's acclaimed The Dark Days Club—a
smashing combination of Buffy and Jane Austen!
Summer, 1812. After the scandalous events at her
presentation ball in London, Lady Helen has taken
refuge at the fashionable seaside resort of Brighton,
banished from her family and training as a Reclaimer
with the covert Dark Days Club. She must learn to
fight the dangerous energy-wielding Deceivers and
prepare to face their master, the elusive Grand
Deceiver. As she struggles to put aside her genteel
upbringing, Helen realizes that her mentor, Lord
Carlston, is fighting his own inner battle. Has the foul
Deceiver energy poisoned his soul, or is something
else driving him towards violent bouts of madness?
Either way, Helen is desperate to help the man with
whom she shares a deep but forbidden connection.
When Mr. Pike, the hard bureaucratic heart of the
Dark Days Club, arrives in Brighton, he has a secret
mission for Helen: find the journal left by a mad rogue
Reclaimer, before it falls into the hands of the
Deceivers. Coerced by Pike, Helen has no choice but
to do as ordered, knowing that the search for the
journal may bring about Lord Carlston’s annihilation.

Stonecast
The Keepers, a race of people with magical abilities,
are seeking a supposedly-dead princess to place on
the throne to end political turmoil but girls who look
like the princess are being murdered and Johanna Von
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Arlo, forced to work for Lord Rafael DeSilva after her
father's suspicious death, is a dead-ringer.
Simultaneous eBook.

Breaking the Ice
The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first
installment of the new series by acclaimed author of
Anna Dressed in Blood, Kendare Blake. Old Gods
never die Or so Athena thought. But then the feathers
started sprouting beneath her skin, invading her lungs
like a strange cancer, and Hermes showed up with a
fever eating away his flesh. So much for living a quiet
eternity in perpetual health. Desperately seeking the
cause of their slow, miserable deaths, Athena and
Hermes travel the world, gathering allies and
discovering enemies both new and old. Their search
leads them to Cassandra—an ordinary girl who was
once an extraordinary prophetess, protected and
loved by a god. These days, Cassandra doesn't
involve herself in the business of gods—in fact, she
doesn't even know they exist. But she could be the
key in a war that is only just beginning. Because Hera,
the queen of the gods, has aligned herself with other
of the ancient Olympians, who are killing off rivals in
an attempt to prolong their own lives. But these antigods have become corrupted in their desperation to
survive, horrific caricatures of their former glory.
Athena will need every advantage she can get,
because immortals don't just flicker out. Every one of
them dies in their own way. Some choke on feathers.
Others become monsters. All of them rage against
their last breath. The Goddess War is about to begin.
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At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Make It Count
In the race to create the Undefeatable Minion, Dr.
Critchlore’s longtime rival, Dr. Pravus, is winning. As
Dr. Critchlore rallies his troops, Runt is kidnapped. As
the last prince of Andirat, he must lead the rebellion
in his home country. Isolated from his minion friends,
Runt grows suspicious of the rebels, who seem to be
working with Dr. Pravus. Runt knows he must escape
and tell Dr. Critchlore, but reaching him activates
Runt’s curse, giving him just days to live! His only
chance for survival: Stop Dr. Pravus and win the
allegiance of the witch who cursed him. Fortunately
for Runt, he knows just the minions for the job.

Stealing Home
Twelve-year-old Clayton Stone is shocked when a topsecret government organization recruits him as a
decoy in a kidnapping sting. Instantly, he gets drawn
into the dangerous world of covert operations.
Clayton's new life is full of excitement, with elaborate
disguises and classified debriefings, but soon enough
there's a gun against his neck. Clayton's
transformation from middle-school lacrosse star to
Special Service agent is full of suspense, humor and
heart -- a thrilling undercover debut!

Relic Master
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In this stunning conclusion to The Orphan Queen, Jodi
Meadows follows Wilhelmina’s breathtaking and brave
journey from orphaned criminal on the streets to
magic-wielding queen. This epic fantasy duology is
perfect for fans of Graceling by Kristin Cashore, The
Girl of Fire and Thorns by Rae Carson, and Shadow
and Bone by Leigh Bardugo. Princess Wilhelmina is
ready for her crown, but declaring herself queen
means war. Her magic is uncontrollable and now
there’s a living boy made of wraith—destructive and
deadly, and willing to do anything for her. Caught
between what she wants and what is right,
Wilhelmina realizes the throne might not even matter.
Everyone thought the wraith was years off, but
already it’s destroying Indigo Kingdom villages.
Princess Wilhelmina’s ability might be just the thing to
help reclaim her kingdom—or ruin it forever.

We Are the Perfect Girl
Eli Teague leaves his small town in Maine to
accompany a t ime traveler on an adventure in a
steampunked Ford Model A through two centuries of
American history.

Paradox Bound
Fight for your dreams, even if it means breaking a few
rules. Ryan Russell has life perfectly planned. She’s
going to take over her family’s team, the Buckley
Beavers, and become one of the only female General
Managers in minor league baseball. Then Sawyer
Campbell shows up, and Ryan’s carefully laid plans
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are thrown a major curveball. Sawyer is far more
charming than the arrogant jocks she usually
manages, though fraternizing is against every rule in
the Beaver’s handbook. But after figuring out the
desperate state of the team’s finances, Ryan will have
to take risks in order to save her future. She teams up
with Sawyer, using his star power to draw in sponsors.
But the more time she spends with him, the harder it
becomes to play by the rules. Is his partnership the
key to saving the Beavers, or a distraction she can’t
afford?

The Storyspinner
From New York Times bestselling author comes The
Golden Braid! The one who needs rescuing isn’t
always the one in the tower. Rapunzel can throw a
knife better than any man. She paints beautiful
flowering vines on the walls of her plaster houses. She
sings so sweetly she can coax even a beast to sleep.
But there are two things she is afraid her mother
might never allow her to do: learn to read and marry.
Fiercely devoted to Rapunzel, her mother is
suspicious of every man who so much as looks at her
daughter and warns her that no man can be trusted.
After a young village farmer asks for Rapunzel’s hand
in marriage, Mother decides to move them once
again—this time, to the large city of Hagenheim. The
journey proves treacherous, and after being rescued
by a knight—Sir Gerek—Rapunzel in turn rescues him
farther down the road. As a result, Sir Gerek agrees to
repay his debt to Rapunzel by teaching her to read.
Could there be more to this knight than his arrogance
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and desire to marry for riches and position? As
Rapunzel acclimates to life in a new city, she
uncovers a mystery that will forever change her life.
In this Rapunzel story unlike any other, a world of
secrets and treachery is about to be revealed after
seventeen years of lies. How will Rapunzel finally take
control of her own destiny? And who will prove faithful
to a lowly peasant girl with no one to turn to? “The
Golden Braid is a delightful, page-turning retelling of
the story of Rapunzel. Dickerson brings this familiar
fairy tale to life with a fresh and unique plot that is full
of complex characters, a sweet romance, and danger
at every turn. Rapunzel’s search to understand her
place in the medieval world is a timeless identity
struggle that modern readers will relate to. Her
growing courage and faith are inspirational and will
have readers cheering her on and sad to see the story
come to an end.” —Jody Hedlund, bestselling author
of An Uncertain Choice

Wandering Wild
Halen knows the sparks igniting under her fingertips
are dangerous. She has spent her entire life trying to
quell the tingly feelings that make her destroy things,
but now that she is back in Rockaway Beach, where
she watched her father drown, the flames have
become impossible to tame. Halen is trying to hold
on, but when she is thrust into a mysterious new
world, the underwater realm of Elosia, she unravels
the secrets of her past and can't help but ignite. As
she explores Elosia, she realizes her life has been a
lie. And when those who have deceived her come to
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her for help, Halen must choose-walk away or unleash
the magick that could destroy them all.

The Mermaid's Mirror
From Stealing Home author Becky Wallace comes a
Devil Wears Prada-inspired YA romance, in which
“normal girl” Maddie must repair the image of Major
League Soccer’s bad boy to ace her internship. A
perfect read for fans of Morgan Matson and Miranda
Kenneally. Maddie McPherson is sick of Normal—both
her hometown of Normal, Illinois and being the
‘normal’ sibling. But when she lands a summer
internship with a sports marketing firm, she finally
has a chance to crawl out of her genius brother’s
shadow. Not to mention, a glowing letter of
recommendation secure her admission to her dream
college. But Maddie’s nickname is “CalaMaddie” for a
reason, and when the company tasks her with
repairing the image of teen soccer phenom Gabriel
Fortunato, she wonders if she’s set herself up for
embarrassment. Gabriel is a tabloid magnet, who’s
best-known for flubbing Italy’s World Cup hopes. As
Maddie works with him to develop “pleasant and
friendly” content for social media, she also learns he’s
thoughtful, multi-talented, and fiercely loyal—maybe
even to a fault. Falling for a footballer is exactly how
CalaMaddie would botch this internship, but with the
firm pressuring her to get the job done, perhaps her
heart is worth risking?

Clayton Stone, At Your Service
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The New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author of the explosively sexy Inside Out and the
Secret Life of Amy Bensen series will seduce you with
this sultry tale of possession and ecstasy, wild
fantasies and dangerous secrets—first in the racy and
suspenseful Careless Whispers series. Ella awakes
alone in Italy, no longer sure of who she is. One thing
is certain: a gorgeous man has claimed her as his
own. He’s tall, dark, and sexy, the kind of rich,
powerful man who makes a girl long to be possessed.
And possess her he does, whispering wicked promises
in her ear, indulging her deepest desires, stealing her
trust—and her cautious heart. Soon, though, she
discovers that nothing is as it seems. The truth will
shatter her world, but it will also set her free…if it
doesn’t destroy her first. New York Times and USA
TODAY bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones, whose
searing novels generate “enough heatto start a fire”
(RT Book Reviews), dares you to fall in love with her
irresistibly surprising and scandalously erotic new
series.

Shallow Graves
"I believe in possibility. Of magic, of omens, of
compasses, of love. Some of it's a little bit true."
Sixteen-year-old Tal is a Wanderer—a grifter whose
life is built around the sound of wheels on the road,
the customs of her camp, and the artful scams that
keep her fed. With her brother, Wen, by her side, it's
the only life she's ever known. It's the only one she's
ever needed. Then, in a sleepy Southern town, the
queen of cons picks the wrong mark when she meets
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Spencer Sway—the clean-cut Socially Secured boy
who ends up hustling her instead of the other way
around. For the first time, she sees a reason to stay.
As her obligations to the camp begin to feel like a
prison sentence, the pull to leave tradition behind has
never been so strong. But the Wanderers live by
signs, and all the signs all say that Tal and Spencer
will end disaster and grief. Is a chance at freedom
worth almost certain destruction? Wandering Wild is
an achingly romantic journey of tradition and selfdiscovery—a magical debut.

The Golden Braid
For fans of Small Spaces comes a chilling ghost story
about a malevolent spirit, an unlucky girl, and a
haunting mystery that will tie the two together. Claire
has absolutely no interest in the paranormal. She's a
scientist, which is why she can't think of anything
worse than having to help out her dad on one of his
ghost-themed Chicago bus tours. She thinks she's
made it through when she sees a boy with a sad face
and dark eyes at the back of the bus. There's
something off about his presence, especially because
when she checks at the end of the tourhe's gone.
Claire tries to brush it off, she must be imagining
things, letting her dad's ghost stories get the best of
her. But then the scratching starts. Voices whisper to
her in the dark. The number 396 appears everywhere
she turns. And the boy with the dark eyes starts
following her. Claire is being haunted. The boy from
the bus wants somethingand Claire needs to find out
what before it's too late.
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The Storyspinner
In a devastated world where ancient relics possess
advanced powers, Master Galen and his sixteen-yearold apprentice, Raffi, enter the ruined city of Tasceron
seeking a relic that could save the world while
evading the Watch.

Coral and Bone
Stella Cross's heart is poisoned. After years on the
transplant waiting list, she's running out of hope that
she'll ever see her eighteenth birthday. Then,
miraculously, Stella receives the transplant she needs
to survive. Determined to embrace everything she
came so close to losing, Stella throws herself into her
new life. But her recovery is marred with strange side
effects: Nightmares. Hallucinations. A recurring pain
that flares every day at the exact same moment.
Then Stella meets Levi Zin, the new boy on
everyone's radar at her Seattle prep school. Stella has
never felt more drawn to anyone in her life, and soon
she and Levi can barely stand to be apart. Stella is
convinced that Levi is her soul mate. Why else would
she literally ache for him when they are apart? After
all, the heart never liesdoes it?

Scritch Scratch
Three levels. Two loves. One choice. Debut novelist,
Lenore Appelhans has written a thrilling otherworldly
young adult novel about a place that exists between
our world (Level 1) and what comes after life (Level
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Dearest Clementine
Ryke Meadows, meet Daisy Calloway she’s all grown
up. Twenty-five-year-old Ryke Meadows knows he’s
hard to love. With a billion-dollar inheritance, a trackstar resume, and an alpha-male personality—he
redefines the term likable asshole. But he’s not living
to make friends. Or enemies. He just wants to free
climb three of the toughest mountains in Yosemite
without drama or interruption. And then he receives a
distressed call from a girl in Paris—a girl that he has
never been allowed to have. Daisy Calloway is
eighteen. Finally. With her newfound independence,
she can say goodbye to her overbearing mother and
continue her modeling career. Next stop, Paris.
Fashion week begins with a bang, and Daisy uncovers
the ugly reality of the industry. She wants to prove to
her family that she can live on her own, but when
everything spirals out of control, she turns to Ryke to
keep her secrets. As Daisy struggles to make sense of
this new world and her freedom, she pushes the limits
and fearlessly rides the edge. Ryke knows there’s
deep hurt beneath every impulsive action. He must
keep up with Daisy, and if he lets her go, her favorite
motto—“live as if you’ll die today”—may just come
true.

The Skylighter
When the Ephors decide theyd rather train her new
boyfriend and oracle David than kill him, Harper
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learns she can only remain his Paladin if she passes
an ancient trial that will either kill her or make her
more powerful than ever.

Girl on the Run
The Keepers, a race of people with magical abilities,
are seeking a supposedly-dead princess to place her
on the throne and end political turmoil but girls who
look like the princess are being murdered and
Johanna Von Arlo, forced to work for Lord Rafael
DeSilva after her father's suspicious death, is a deadringer.

Antigoddess
Sixteen-year-old Katelyn, who has been subjected to
her mother's "wanderlust" all her life, discovers that
Mom might not be who she says she is, and that
someone is hunting them both.

The Dark Days Pact
""

Red Butterfly
Kat Caruso wishes her brain had a return policy, or at
least a complaint hotline. The defective organ is
constantly distracted, terrible at statistics, and
absolutely flooded with inappropriate thoughts about
her boyfriend's gorgeous best friend, Alec . . . who
just so happens to be her brand-new math tutor. Who
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knew nerds could be so hot? Kat usually goes through
tutors like she does boyfriends—both always seem to
bail when they realize how hopeless she is. It's safer
for her heart to keep everyone at arm's length. But
Alec is always stepping just a little too close. Alec
Stone should not be fantasizing about Kat. She's
adorable, unbelievably witty, and completely offlimits. He'd never stab his best friend in the back . . .
But when secrets are revealed, the lines of loyalty are
blurred. To make it count, Alec must learn that messy
human emotions can't be solved like a trigonometry
function. And Kat has to trust that he may be the first
guy to want her for who she is, and not in spite of it.

Sophomore Year Is Greek to Me
This witty, warm-hearted retelling of Cyrano de
Bergerac is a love letter to female friendship. Perfect
for Stephanie Perkins fans, and anyone who's ever
thought of trying on a new identity to impress a guy.
Aphra Brown is bold and outgoing. Her best friend,
Bethany, is achingly beautiful. Individually, they could
both do a little better in the self-esteem department,
but together? Together, they have what it takes to
win over Greg D'Agostino, a proverbial "ten," who
happens to be fluent in six languages--seven if you
count the language of smoldering gazes . . . What
begins as an honest mistake turns into an elaborate
deception, wherein Bethany goes on dates with Greg
while Aphra coaches her on what to say, and texts
him in the guise of Bethany, trying and failing, all the
while, to tamp down her own hopeless crush. It's only
a matter of time before things come crashing down.
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The question is: What will happen when Greg finds
out? And can Aphra and Bethany's friendship survive
the fallout? From the author of We Regret to Inform
You comes a witty, warm-hearted exploration of love
in all its forms, and a cris-de-coeur for self-acceptance
when the pressure to be perfect is overwhelming.
"There is much to appreciate about this book: its
cleverness, its humor, that it embraces and
normalizes therapy, that it places familial love and
friendship on a level with romantic love. But, perhaps
best of all, it offers teens, especially those struggling
to accept and love themselves, a picture of a girl who
makes mistakes and fights to begin again." --Booklist,
starred review "At once painful and heartfelt . . . a
smart and honest look at female beauty, with plenty
of panache to boot." --Kirkus, starred review

The Storyspinner
Globetrotting troublemaker Delilah Dirk and her loyal
friend Selim are just minding their own business,
peacefully raiding castles and traipsing across enemy
lines, when they attract the unwanted attention of the
English Army. Before they know it, Delilah and Selim
have gotten themselves accused of espionage against
the British crown! Delilah will do whatever it takes to
clear her good name, be it sneaking, skirmishing, or
even sword fighting But can she bring herself to wear
a pretty dress and have a nice cup of tea with her
mother? Delilah Dirk may be defeated at last. By
tullein Tony Cliff's Delilah Dirk and the King's Shilling.

Level 2
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"Loved this book! Great characters, great story, & so
much swooning!" –Cindi Madsen, USA Today
bestselling author Life loves a good curveball
Seventeen-year-old Annie Lucas's life is completely
upended the moment her dad returns to the major
leagues as the new pitching coach for the Kansas City
Royals. Now she's living in Missouri (too cold),
attending an all-girls school (no boys), and navigating
the strange world of professional sports. But Annie
has dreams of her own—most of which involve placing
first at every track meetand one starring the Royals'
super-hot rookie pitcher. But nineteen-year-old Jason
Brody is completely, utterly, and totally off-limits.
Besides, her dad would kill them both several times
over. Not to mention Brody has something of a past,
and his fan club is filled with C-cupped models, not
smart-mouthed high school "brats" who can run the
pants off every player on the team. Annie has enough
on her plate without taking their friendship to the next
level. The last thing she should be doing is falling in
love. But baseball isn't just a game. It's life. And
sometimes, it can break your heart

Spinning Thorns
As Halen and Dax hide out from the Hunters, she
uncovers secrets once buried deep that have her
questioning everything once again. With her life and
the lives of those she loves hanging in the balance,
Halen must race against time to fix her mistakes
before it's too late.

The Mirror King
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Joanna and Rafi are on the run, trying to protect the
kingdom of Santarem from rogue Keepers.

Die for You
"Vibrant imagery, jaw-dropping set pieces, sizzling
romantic tension, and unstoppable heroine Kallia
bring this ambitious debut novel to spectacular life.
Fans of Caraval and The Night Circus will be
delighted!" - Claire Legrand, New York Times
bestselling author of Furyborn In a city covered in ice
and ruin, a group of magicians face off in a daring
game of magical feats to find the next headliner of
the Conquering Circus, only to find themselves under
the threat of an unseen danger striking behind the
scenes. As each act becomes more and more risky
and the number of missing magicians piles up, three
are forced to reckon with their secrets before the
darkness comes for them next. The Star: Kallia, a
powerful showgirl out to prove she’s the best no
matter the cost The Master: Jack, the enigmatic
keeper of the club, and more than one lie told The
Magician: Demarco, the brooding judge with a dark
past he can no longer hide Where Dreams Descend is
the startling and romantic first book in Janella
Angeles’ debut Kingdom of Cards fantasy duology
where magic is both celebrated and feared, and no
heart is left unscathed. "[A] spellbinding melody of a
book, and the true magic is how Angeles puts all the
best parts of an enrapturing theatrical performance
onto paper and ink. From the gripping twists in the
first pages all the way to the final, heartbreaking
crescendo, Where Dreams Descend will surge you to
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your feet in a standing ovation.” – Sara Raasch, New
York Times bestselling author of the Snow Like Ashes
trilogy

Curses and Ash
Kaitlin has given up a lot--even attending school--to
pursue her dream of being a champion figure skater,
but after she throws a tantrum at a major
competition, she is dropped by her coach and
prestigious skating club and can only get a spot in the
much-ridiculed Fallton Club.

Whatever Life Throws at You
Lena has lived her whole life near the beach – walking
for miles up and down the shore and breathing the
salty air, swimming in the cold water, and watching
the surfers rule the waves – the problem is, she’s
spent her whole life just watching. As her sixteenth
birthday approaches, Lena vows she will no longer
watch from the sand: she will learn to surf. But her
father – a former surfer himself – refuses to allow her
to take lessons. After a near drowning in his past, he
can’t bear to let Lena take up the risky sport. Yet
something lures Lena to the water … an ancient,
powerful magic. One morning Lena catches sight of
this magic: a beautiful woman – with a silvery tail.
Nothing will keep Lena from seeking the mermaid, not
even the dangerous waves at Magic Crescent Cove.
And soon … what she sees in the mermaid’s mirror
will change her life …
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Far From Normal
After a major earthquake devastates Los Angeles,
seventeen-year-old Mia wants only to take care of her
younger brother and traumatized mother, but two
fanatical doomsday cults vie for her powers, drawn
from the multiple lightning strikes she has
experienced.
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